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INTRODUCTION

Thim booklet containa a rerieo of 24 deeign problema for gravity
flow water 6y8temm. The problems are labeled from P.1. to ~~24.
end are followed by proposed solution6 which are labeled from S.1.
to S.24. The proposed solutions are:bas& upon-guidelines recommendedin "%avity Flow Water Syetemm - Practical Design Notes
for -.aWater Systems" and are only appropriate if the guidelines
are alao appropriate for the area.
Furthermore,
each design problem
confronted
in the field is 1-i qae
L end vi11 require it6 Om solution.
Therefore, the aolution6 are primarily
intended to illustrate
8eneral principlee
and stimulate thinking and diclcussion about deeign
problems in rural water Bymtem8. Through thinking and di6cuaeion
a better
underetanding will be obtained and it is this understanding
that makes a good designer.

-1,

of 2,000 people is to be supplied
P-1. A village
per person per day.
a. Uhat is the average daily
b. ghat is the average daily

with 80 liters

of water

usage ?
flow ?

S.2. a. The average daily usage is 2,000 persons K 80 liters
or 160,000
liters.
There are 1,000 liters
per q 3 so this is equivalent
to
160 m5. This is the amount of water that would be used in one
day if each person used exactly 80 liters.
b. The average daily flow is the flow of water required to supply
the average daily usage. There are 60 x 60 x 24 or 86,400 seconds
per day. The number of liters per day divided by this will give
the average daily flow in l/s.
Thus 160,000 liters/day
-? 86,400
second/day is equal to I&
liters/second
and this is the average
daily flow.
To convert average daily usage in m3 to average daily
flow in l/s divide by 86.4

P.2. k water system for a transmigration
village
is planned that will
provide 1,200 persons with 80 liters
of water per day. The village
will consist
230 persons,

of seven karnpongs. Two ka!npOngs having pOpUlatiOnso f
four having populations of 150, and one having a population of 100. The estimated minimum flow of the water source
i6 Ia5 1/S.
a. kJhat is the recommended storage volume 7
b. "here should the storage be located ? jug,yest two alternatives.
S.2. a. If 1,200 persons use 80 liters
per day then the average daily
usage is 96 m3 and the average daily flow is 1.1 l/s,
The redommended storage is one half

of the average daily

usage or 48 m5.

b. The storage could all be located at the source or at a single point
sufficiently
high above the village.
However, it could also be
located within the village
at the point of use. In this case it
would be divided according to the population density for each kamThus, the two kampongs with 250 persons would have .a storage
pow.
capacity of 500 +I200 x 48 or 19.9 m5. These two lcampongs could
The four kampongs with
each have one reservoir
of 10 m5 capacity.
populations

of 150 would have a storage capacity zf 600 $ 1,200 x
;of
48 or 24 m3. These four kampongs could each have one reservoir
m3 capacity.

The remaining kampong of 100 person6 would have one
4 m5 storage reservoir
so the total storage capacity would be 48 m3.
6

-2P.3. In the water system for Desa Ibu Kota the average daily flow is 1 l/6,
The water will flow from the source to a breah preesure tank (BPT)
located
to

~&CC meters from the 60urce.

dietribution

point6

a design flow of 1 l/s

water from the RET.will

in the village.

The design engineer

pO6sible

for a BFT to al60 function

b. Does the BPT for Desa Ibu
reservoir ?

S-3-a.

Kota

described

it

is

possible

the voA sketch

as a storage reservoir
above function

for a BPT to serve as a
ever, the design flows entering and leaving

Yes

ha6 chosen

from the 6ource to the BFT and the Bane de6ign

flow of 1 l/s from the BPT to the village.
De ha6 also,fixed
lume of the BFT at 40 q 3 to provide storage for the sy6tem.
of the situation
is included in the figure below.

a. Is it

flow

etorage

?

a6 a storage

reservoir.

the reservoir

Howmust be

appropriate.
b.

No, the BFC for Desa fbu Kota does not function as a storage reservoir.
This is because the design flows entering and leaving the
reservoir
sre the same. If the BET is to function a6 a reservoir
then
the design flow for the pipe leaving it should be greater than
the design flow for the inflow.
In the case of desa Ibu Kota the
engineer should either provide storage in the village and reduce
the size of the BPT to 1 m3 or allow the BPI! to function
a6 a storage reservoir
feeding village
standpipes by increasing the design
flow for the outnow from the BFT to 4 1/6.

P.4. 'attr

ie to be provided to a hotel

%e spring

is 20 meters higher

al What is the estimated
pipe is installed
?
b.

located

in elevation

2,ooO meters from a spring.
than the hotel.

flow of water to the hotel

if

what is the estimated

flow of the water to the hotel

PVC pipe is installed

1
.?'

2 inch GI

if 2 inch

-.P S.4. 'ram

the water flow calculator

the estimated

flW

is 1.1 l/s

for

2 inch GI pipe and I.4 l/s for 2 inch PVC pipe.
The smoother turfact
of the plastic pipe allows for a greater flow of water even though
the pipe size, di6ta!Ee, and available head are the same.

P.S. "ater is to be provided to a hotel located
Tht spring

is 20 meters higher

a. what is the estimated
pipe vtrt

in6talled

flow of water to the hotel

if 2 inch GI

flov

if a 1 inch GI

?

b. "hat is the estimated
pipe were installtd
S.5.

2,COO meters from a spring.
in elevation
than the hotel.

of water to the hotel

*

7

Prom the water flow calculator
2 inch Of pipe and 0.165 l/s
A smaller diameter pipe will
art the same.

p-6. Water is to be supplied
is 20 meters higher

the estimated

flow is 1.1 l/6

for

if 1 inch GI pipe were installed.
result in a smaller flow if cthtr

from a 6pring

in elevation

to a village

than the mosque.

conditions

mo6qut. fhe

spring

A 1 inch GI pipe

16 to be uetd.
a. 'hat 16 the estimated flow of water if
to the mosque is 500 metera.?

the distance

from the source

b. what is the estimated

the distance

from the 6ource

flow of water if
to the mosque is 1,COO meter6 ?

s.6.

Prom the water flow calculator

the estimated

flow for 500 meter6

iq 0.34 l/a and for1 ,000 meters 0.16 l/s.
The greater the distance
the water must flow, the smaller the amount of flow if other conditions

r-in

the mm,

.?

-4..

P.7. uater is to be supplied from a spring to a village
A 1 inch GI pipe is to be U6ed.
from the spring,

a. #hat is the estimated

mosque 1,000 meter6

flow of water to the mosque if the available

head is 10 meters.

b, What is the estimated flov of water to the qo6que if it were first
pumped into a 10 meter high tower thereby
head to 20 meter6 3

increasing

the available

S.7. Froa the uater flow calculator
the estimated flow for a 10 meter heed
yht increased
loss is 0.16 l/s and for a 20 meter head loss,O.24 l/s.
head allow6

a greater

volume ol: water

to flow when other conditions

remain the same-

~~8. A ksmpong of 500 persons is to be supplied 100 liters
per person
per day of water. The storage reservoir it3 located at the water
BOurCC.
what is the recommended dO6ign flow for the main pips from
the storage rteervoir
to the first distribution
point in the villagt
S,8. 'he average daily

usage of the water is 500 persons x 100 liters

1

or 50

Storage
m3. This is equivalent to 6n average daily flow of 0.58 l/s.
1s at the source and the pipe is in u6t only when people are taking
'
water from the faucets.
Therefore the recommended design flow is four
times the average daily flow of 0.58 11~ or 2.32 l/s.

P-9. A kampong of 500 persons is to be supplied with 100 liters per person
per day of water. !ho storage rtaervoire will be located in the kam‘hat is the recommendedde6ign flov for the main pipe from the
powsource to the first
storage reservoir
?
s.9.

Tht average daily

usage of vater

is 500 persons x 100 liters
or 50 q3.
to an average daily flow of 0.58 l/s.
Since sto-

This is equivalent
rage is located at the village the water is flowing into the reservoir
24 hours a day and the design flow to the first
reservoir
i6 the same
as the average daily flow or 0.58 l/e.

.?’

P.10. Given the ground profile
in the figure
flow of 4 l/s using 3 inch GI pipe.

below plot

the HGL for a design

-56,
-br

I

I

B
I,000

3 ,ooa

2,000
0 1s rt=irclCE

(ME r&es>

acnt rhat point is the grtattet
operating
b. 'hat is the grtattet
operating pressure
CO Where dots the greatest
static pressure
d. Yhat is the greatest static pressure in

pressure in the pipeline
in the pipeline 7
Occurs
the pipeline

?

From the water flow calculator
the head loss for 3,000 meters of 3
inch 01 pipe with a flow of 4 l/a is 46 meters.
The HGL is plotted
in the figure belov using the calculated head loss.

-*0-50.

2,000

3,ovo

?

-6-

a. The greateat operating pressure in the pipeline
where the distance between the pipeline profile

greatest.

In this

is at the point
end the HGL is

case it is at 1,000 meters tim

b. The operating pressure
mately 25 meters.

at the point

of greatest

the source.

pressure

is approxi-

c. The grtattat
static pressure occur6 at the lowest point in the
In this cast it is at the reservoir
at the end of the
pipeline.
pipeline.
d. The grtattclt
static pressure is the difference
in elevation between
the lowest point and the highest point.
In this cast it is approximately 54 meters.

P.11.

Givem

the ground profile

2.5 inch GI pipe.

in the figure below plot

The d66igZI

the HGL for a

flow is 2.5 l/s.

n

a1 where is the point of greatest static pressure in the pfipeline f
b. what is the greatest static pressure in the pipeline ?
c. If the valve at the reservoir
were closed and the washout at 1,000

d. If

fully

opened what would be the estimated

flow at the washout ?
the W66hOUtwere ClO66d and the valve at the reeervoir
fully opened

meters

whtt would be the estimated

flow at the reservoir

?

-79

S.11,

From the water flow calculator

the head loes for 2,000 meters of 2.5

inch GI pipe with a flow of 2.5 l/s
in the figure

below using this

is 22 meters.

head loss.

\ )OOO
f)i

a. The point
pipeline.

The HGL is plotted

SSf)rJGE

of greateet static
In this case it.is

2,000
(Jef

pressure
1,000

ERS)

ie the lowest point in the
meter6 from the source.

b. The greatest etatic pressure is the difference
in elevation between
In thie case it is approximately
the highest and lowest points.
50 meters of head.
C. The washout is 1,000 meters from the source and the available
head
1,000
at this point is 50 meters. Using the water flow calculator
asters of 2.5 inch GI pipe with a 50 meter head loss indicates a
flow of approximately

5.8

l/a.

CL The reservoir
is 2,000 meters from the source and the available
2,000 meterm
head is 35 metefs. Using the water flow calculator
.,
of 2.5 iush Of pipe with a head loss of 35 meter6 indicates a flow
The increased distance and higher
of approximately
3.25 l/s.
elevation of the reservoir
reduce the flow of water to that point.

P.12. Given the ground profile

in the figure

01 pipe with a flow of 5.0 l/s.

below plot

the HGL for 4 inch
.
.?'

the flov of the pIou.rce were %01/s
4 inch pipe were installed
7

a. If

what vould happen if

b. If the flow of the Bource were 20 l/e what would happen if
4 inch pipe were installed
?

a

a

c. If 5.0 l/s were the desired flow of water what is the ma&
appropriate pipe diameter ?
5.12.

From the water flow calculator

the head loss for 2,000 meters of

4 inch GI pipe with a flow of 5.0 l/a
plotted on the figure below.

..

w”

Qa

is 11 meters.

5 .o
-

The HGL ie

a. If the flow of the source were 5.0 l/s

then all

of this

water

would flow to the reservoir
if 4 inch pipe were installed.
ever,
the pipe would be only partially
full of water.

HOW-

b, The available
head from the source to the reservoir
is approximaOn the water flow calculator
4 inch GI pipe for
tely 55 meters.
a distance of 2,000 mbters and a head loss of 55 meters indicates
a flow of approximately I2 l/s.
Thus a 4 inch pipe could not
l ccoamodate the full flow of the source and the expected flow at
.
the reservoir
would ba 12 l/s.
c. Using the water flow calculator,
3 inch GI pipe
of 2,000 meters and a flow of 5.0 l/s indicates
approximately 48 meters, The available head is
for
55 meters. Thus, 3 inch GI pipe is suitable

for a distance
a head loss of
approximately
the required

flow.
I

P-75. Given the ground profile
in the figure
below choose an ayproprbte
pipe eize for a flow of 2 l/s from the source to the reservoir,
the HGL.

S.13. The available

Plot

the source to the reservoir
is approximately
Using the water flow calculator
the folluwing values are
35 meters.
obtained
for a flow of 2 l/e using GI pipe :
.?'
head

from

-

Distance

(meters)
‘,ooo
‘,ooo
l,QOO

10 -

pipe diameter
(inches)
2.5
2
1.5

Thus a 2 inoh GI pipe 16 suitable.

head lose
(meters)
7
30
qw
The HGL is plotted

on the figure

below.

P.14. Given the ground profile
and design flow in the figwe belou
choose appropriate GI pipe.
Plot the HGL for the pipe aelected.

S.14. Using the water flow calculator

the following

values are obtained

%tance
(meters)

flow
(lb)

‘d=J

1

2.5

2

‘1~
‘,oOfJ

1

2

9

1

1.5

36

1,m

0.5

2

2-5

1.m

0.5

7.5

10

1,060

0.5

1.25

24

pipe diameter
(inches)

:

head loss
(meters)

The total available head ie approximately 20 meters. Thus a combination of 1,000 meters of 2 inch and 1,000 meters of 1.5 inch pipa
is appropriate.
The HGL ie plotted in the figure below.

2,000

\ ,000
0 ISIrnt4CE<wwm%s)

P.15. Given the gound profile
in the figure
flow of 4 l/o using 3 inch GI pipe.

below plot

the RGL for a design

-301
-40.

\,ooo

3,000

- 12 -

a. In 3 inch pipe suitable
s.15.

in this

From the water flow calculator

situation

the head loss

7 *hat
for 3,000

are the reasons?
meters of

inch GI pipe with a flow of 4 l/s is 46 meter&
The HGL is
plotted on the figure below using the calculated
head loss.
3

a. If the 3
above the
a negative
inch pipe

p.16.

inch pipe follow6 the ground profile
then it will lie
HGL near the source* This mean8 that there could be
pressure in the pipeline in this area. Thus, three
is not suiitable.

Given the ground profile

in the figure

below choose an appropriate

size of GI pipe for a design flow of 4 l/s.

S.16. Using the water flow calculator

the following

values are obtained

for a flow of 4 l/s.
head lose
(meters)

%kance
(metera)

pipe diameter
(Inches)

3,ooo
3roc)fJ
3,m

4

11

3
2.5

46
75

The head lose for 3 inch pipe closely matches the available head
from the source to the reservoir
but when the IlGL is plotted on the
figure below it fells below the ground profile
near the source.
Thie
can result
in negative preeeure in the pipeline And ia not allowable.
Thus a largsrdiameter
pipe must be ueed in thie area.
However, if
pipe larger than 3 inch were ueed for the entire 3,000 meters it would
be larger then needed and wasteful.
To chooee an appropriate
size
pipe the following values are obtained from the water flow calculator
for a flow of 4.ljk
distance
(meters)

pipe diameter
(inches)

head loss

‘,(JOO

4

4

i,ooo
‘,OOf)

3
3

30
16

2.5

25

I,-

(metere)

If 1,000 metere of 4 inch and 2,000 meters of 3 inch are used the
total head loss ie 34 meters which is I6 meters less than the available
heed of 50 meters. A more economical solution would be the ucle
of 1,000 meters each of 4 Inch, 3 inch, end 2.5 inch pipe.
The total
head loss of these three pipes is 44 meters which more closely matches
the available head. The HGL is plotted on the figure below.

Po17. The figure

below contains

a ground profile

from a water source

to a reservoir
located at a mosque 2,ooO meters from the source.
‘!n air vt&e is located l;OOO meters from the douzce. .Th& tdesign flow
for this section of pipe is 6 l/s.
Plot the HGL for 4 inch pipe from
the sourcb to the air valve and 3 inch GI pipe from the air valve to
Now plot the HGL using 3 inch p1 pipe from the fsource to
the mosque.
the air valve and 4 inch GI from the air valve to the mosque.

a. Is there any differences
S.17, From the water

between the two configurations

flow calculator

?

the head 10~s for 1,ooO meters of

4 inch GI pipe with a flow of 6 l/s is 8 meters.
For 3 inch GI
pipe it is 33 meters. The HGLs are plotted on the figure below.

.

- 15 -

a. Both configuration8

will

result

in approximately

the ssmt amount

of water flowing to the mosque. If the 3 inch pipe is placed
first
then there is a greater amount of turbulence and a greater
head 1013s at the trsneition
point between the 3 and 4 inch pipes.
area from a 4 inch to a 3 inch pipe
The flow in the transition
is smoother and reemlts in a smaller head loss.
However, for
this particular
situation
the effect is negligible.

p.18. Given the profile
apprapr%gte'pipe

design flows in the figure below recommend
siires.
..Ua @ pipe.
luggent two,alternative8.
and

s.18.

The HGL and Head Losoea arc plotted on the figure for two alternatives.
Thus, it is acceptable to uat either 2,000 meter8 of 2.5 inch pipe or
each of 3 inch and 2 inch pipe.
The head loascs for both
of thO8e are approximately the came and the flow of water would also
1,000

meter6

be approxiaaately

the same~

1

- 17 p.19. Water for a small warung makan ie to be provided from a spring in
the mountains.
Given the ground prr'tile
in the figure below recommend
pO86iblO locations
med.

for break preesure tanks.

Assume that GI pipe i8

a. What is the greateat
static pressure that will occur in the pipeline
with the 8Ugge8tbd
plactmtnt of break pressure tank8 ?
b. Will the higheet
reason8 ?

static

pressure

ever be attained

c. Would the placement of the tanks be different
are the reason ? Recommendposeible location8
tank8 if
s.19.

pralon

The difference
18 350 meters.

? tihat are the

for PVC pipe ? What
for break preesure

class AZ pip0 i8 U8ed.

in elevation between the 8ourct and the warung makan
The lowest point on the propoeed pipeline
is 400 meters

lower than the source.
For OX pipelines
with fittings,
the maximum
recommended head is 50 meters and for lines without fittings,
200
meters.

However, the pipeline has a low point at 400 meter8 before rising
again to 350 meters at the warung q akan. In order for water to flow
to the wsrung makan the lowest tank must be above the 350 meter
elevation level.
It is therefore recommended that the loweet tank
be placed at JGG meters 80 that 50 meters of head be available
for
the water to flow from that point

to the warung ma$un.,

'ith one tank placed at 300 meters another tsnk ie neceesary at an
elevation of I50 meter8 80 that the recommended limit of 200 meters
is not exceeded.

- 18 -

Suggested location8

a.

of the two tanks are noted on the figure

With the suggested
placement of tank8 the greatest
that can be att+iaed is 150 metera.

static

below.

pressure

b, !Vhe higheet static pressure of 150 meters will be attained only if
the Wattr nOW to either Of the tank8 is atOpped and the pipe
remain8 full of water.
It ie therefore preferable
that no salve
be placed at the inflow to the tank8 80 that this eituation
does
not occure
Ca Becau6e the strength

of PVC is different
than 01 the placement of
the tanks would be different
and would depend on the class of PVC
pipe utilized.
Pralon class AZ pipe has a pressure rating of IO
em2/k8 which is approximately
equivalent to 100 metem of bad.

Thus, the pipeline preesure should never exceed 100 meters.
In
this case three tanks would be necttmary,
plaaed at 100, 200 and
300 meter elevations.
These locations
are noted on the figure
above.

- 19 -

P.20. The uepartment
will eventually

of Local Transmigration
is building
have a population of YOU persons.

a small kampong which

They are planning
to build a small gravity fed water system using a spring above the kampong with an estimated minimum flow of I.5 l/s.
"ach person should
receive at least 80 liters
per day of water which will be distributed

to 6 public tap areas. The Figure below is a general
village
and planned distribution
system.

P.a.1.

In this

system a storage

Recommendan appropriate
volume calculated

reservoir

will

be constructed

volume for the reservoir

? Suggest approximate

sketch of the

?

dimensions

at the spring.
HOW was

the

for the re-

servoir.
.?'
P.a.2.

There are 6 public tap areas for distributing
should each tap area have ?

water.

Row many faucets

p.a3.

bqhat is the design flow of water in each section
system ? How is the flow calculated ?
a. Prom the reservoir
to the control
b. From the control valve to Tap $'

of the distribution

valve
1

c. From Tap fi! I to Tap # 2
d, From Tap # 2 to Tap # 3
e. From the control valve to Tap $ 4
f. From Tap f 4 to Tap f 5
g. From Tap # 5 to Tap f 6
P.20.4.

%fferences
in 'levation
a. Spring to Air valve
b. Air valve to control

are as follows
:
50 meters
valve
15 meters

c. Control

valve to Tap # 1
d. Tap $ 1 to Tep t 2
e.
f.
g.
h.

Tap # 2
Control
Tap # 4
Tap k' 5

to Tap #
valve to
to Tap #
to Tap #

15 meters
5 meters
5 meters

3

Tap 8 4

15 meters

5

5 meters

6

5 meters

"re any break pressure tanks necessary ?
cations ? Assume GI pipe is used.
Pa.5.

!ihat pipe sizes are recommended ? &sume that
with negative

sa.1.

If

pressure.

so, what are their

lo-

there are no problems

Use GI pipe.

The recommended storage

volume for
storage at the source is based
on the average daily usage and the ratio of the estimated minimum flow
to the average daily flow of the source. This system will supply
900 persons with 80 liters/day
so the average daily usage is 72 m3
and the average daily flow is 0.83 l/s.
The ratio of the estimated
minimum flow of the source to the average daily flow is 1.5 i 0.83
or 1.8.

storage

bdhen the ratio is between one and two then the recommended
is one half of the averace daily Use or in this case 36 m3.

The inside dimensions of the reservoir
could be approximately 5 meters
wide by 6 meters long and 1.5 meters deep. The effective
depth would
be only 1.2 meters if the offtake were placed 15 cm above the floor
.
and the overflow 15 cm below the cover.
.?'

.
- 21 -

S.m.2.

!?ach tap area serves approximately
150 persons.
With four faucets
per area there would be 37.5 persons per faucet and this is acceptable.

S.20.3.

The design flows are based on the average daily

flow.

jince

storage

is above the point of use the pipe is in use only when the faucets
are open. The recommended design flow is thus four times the average
daily flow for each section.
a. From the source to tk.e control

valve the average daily

flow is

0.83 l/s

so the recommended design flow is four times this or
In using the water flow calculator
this can be rounded
3.32 l/s.
up to 3.4 l/s.
b and e.

At

the control

valve the flow is divided

equally

b and e so the design flows are one h,alf of 3.4 l/s
for these two sections.

to sections

or 1.7 l/s

and
c and f. At taps g 1 and 9 4 one third of the flow is utilized
the remaining two thirds is the design flow for the next section
In this case it is two thirds of 1.7 l/s or 1.13 l/s.
of pipe.
This can be rounded up to 1.2 l/s.
d and g. it taps # 2 and # 5 one half of the remaining flow is
utilized
and the remainder flows to tap # 3 and # 6. Thus
for sections d and g the design flow is one half of 1.2 l/s
or 0.6 l/s.
S.~,4.

The total head from the source to the lowest point is 90 meters.
"ince GI pipe is used it is recommended that the maximum head
allowable be 50 meters. Thus a break pressure tank at the air valve
is necessary.
If the tank is placed at the exact location
air valve then the air valve is not necessary.

S-26.5.

Using the design flows from paragraph S.a.j.,
ragraph P-20.4., and the water flow calculator
are obtained
:
a. "ram the source to the break pressure
meters,
meters.
obtained

the elevation
the following

tank the distance

of the

in pavalues

is 1,000

the design flow 3.4 l/s, arnd the available head is 50
From the water flow calculator
the following values are
:

.?'

'

pipe diameter
Cinches)

length
(meters)

head loss
(meters)
( incl.lOPT, extra)

3

1,000

13

2.5

1,000

31

2

1,000

90

2.5

600

12

2

400

35

Thus, 600 meters of 2.5 inch and 400 meters of 2 inch pipe with a
total

head loss of 47 meters is suitable.

This solution

by trial

and error.

bc,d,e,f,g,h*

For these sections of pipe the following
from the water flow calcultor
:

obtained

values

section

length
(meters)

b

500

3.4

3

500

3.4

2.5

11

500

3.4

2

44

500

1.7

2.5

500

1.7

2

12

500

1.7

1.5

52

200
200

1.2
1.2

2
1.5

3
11

200

1.2

1.25

24

200

0.6

1.5

4

200

0.6

I.25

7

200

0.6

1

c,f

d.g

0

The available

flow
(l/s)

was found

head from the break pressure

pipe diameter
(inches)

are

head loss
(meters)
(incl.lW
extra)
6

4

25

tank to tap area $ 3 is

40 meters.

It is also 40 meters between the tank and tap area t 6.
If 2.5 inch pipe is used for section b, 2 inch for sections c and
f, 1.5 inch for sections d and g, and 1.5 inch for sections e and h the
total head loss is 3i? meters and the required flow of water should be \
obtained.
If the 1.5 inch pipe in sections
e and h were reduced to I.25
inch the total head loss would be 41 meters.
The available head is only
40 meters but the calculated
head losses include Ia extra for possible
error so the required amount 08 water would probably be obtained if the
smaller size pipe were used in this section.
FIowev&, it is best to provide
slightly
section.
the figure

more water if possible and the 1.5 inch is recommended for this
The design flows and recommended pipe sizes are included in
below.

I

1.5” 200 h,

9*
IS’ 200-tI

I 1.5” 200m

.?’
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P.21. The Department of Local TransmiFTration is building
a small kampong
They are planning
which will eventually have a population of a00 persons.
to build a small gravity fed water system using a spring above the kampong with an estimated minimum flow of 1.5 l/s.
Each person should
receive at least 80 liters
per day of water which will be distributed
to 6 public tap areas. The figure below is a general sketch of the
village
and planned distribution
system.

P.2l.l.

In this system a storage reservoir
will be constructed 500 meters
from th> village.
Recommendan appropriate volume for the storage
reservoir.
dimensions

P.21.2.

How was this

volume calculated

for the reservoir

? %ggest

?

There are six public tap areas for distributing
should each public tap area have ?

approximate

.?water.

Flow many faucets

D.21.3.

what is the design flow of water in each section
system ? Row is the flow calculated ?
a.
b.
c.
d.

?rom the Spring to the Jtorage

of the distribution

"eservoir

From the Storage Reservoir to the Valve
From theV'alve3ox
to Tap $1 1
From Tap # 1 to Tap $i 2

BOX

e. Prom Tap # 2 to Tap # 3
f. From the Valve Box to Tap # 4
g. From Tap # 4 to Tap # 5
h. irom Tap # 4 to Tap # 6
p.21.4.

Differences in elevation are as follows :
50 meters
a. Spring to fieservoir
15 meters
b. Reservoir to Valve BOX
15 meters
c. Valve Rex to Tap f 1
5 meters
d. Tap # 1 to Tap # 2
5 meters

e. Tap # 2 to Tap # 3

15 meters

f. Valve Box to Tap if 4

5 meters

6. Tap // 4 to Tap # 5
h. Tap # 5 to Tap 3 6

5 meters

Assume GI pipe is used. Are any Break Pressure Tanks needed f
If so what are their locations
7
P-21.5.

What pipe sizes are recommended ? Assume that there are no problems
with negative pressures.
1Jse GI pipe.

p.21.6.

'l'he Department of Village Development wishes to introduce the making
"ould this have any influence
of "krupuk Kanji" into this settlement.
on the answers to point
influence 7

5.21.1.

21.1.

to 21.5.

?

If

so, what would be the

'he system supplies8900 persons with 80 liters/day
or a total of
The average daily usage is then 72 m5. Since
72,000 liters/day.
the storage is 1,000 meters below the source the pipe from the source
to the reservoir
will be in use ccnstantly
and the recommended storage
is one half of the average daily usage or 36 m3. The inside dimensions
of the reservoir

could be approximately 5 meters wide by 6 meters long
The effective
depth would be.&ly
1.2 meters if
and I.5 meters deep.
the offtake were placed 15 cm above the floor and the overflow 15 cm

below

5.21.2.

the cover.

Each public

tap area serves approximately

150 persons.

.I

If each tap area had 4 faucets
faucet
S.2l.3.

and this

then there would be 37.5 persons per

is acceptable.

The design flows are based on the average daily

flow and the placement

of storage.
the average daily usage
a. k'rom the spring to the storage reservoir
is 72,000 liters
or an average drily flow of 0.83 l/s.
Jince the
water is flowing continuously
from the source to the reservoir
the recommended design flow is 0.83 l/s for this section.
In using
the water flow calculator

this

is rounded up to 0.85 l/s.

b. Below the storage reservoir
the water is flowing only when the
faucets are in use and therefore the pipe must be of larger capacity.
The recommended design flows is then 4 times the average
daily

flow or 4 x 0.85 ljF: equal to 3.4 l/s.

C. At the valve

box the flow is divided into two; serving 90 families
on each branch. Thus the design flow from the box to Tap #I is
one half of 3.4 or 1.7 l/s.

ci. At Tap f;' 1 one third of the water flowing from the valve box will
be used and the remaining two thirds will flow to Taps $ 2 and f3.
Thus the design flow for this section is two thirds of 1.7 l/s
or 1.13 l/s.
This can be rounded up to I..? l/s.
e. iit Tap $ 2 one half of the flow is utilized
to Tap B 3. Thus the design flow for this
1.2 or 0.;6 l/s.
f. This section
g. This section
h. This section

and the remainder flows
section is one half of

is the same as c. above or 1.7 l/s.
is the same as d. above or 1.2 l/s.
is the same as e. above or 0.6 l/s.

,
.

~~21.4.

The storage Reservoir

will

act as a break pressure

tank with the

proposed design.
No others are necessary because the maximum head at
any point in the system is less than 50 meters.
5.21.5.

Using the design flows from paragraph S.2l.J.,
ragraph P.21.4.,and

the water flow calculator

the elevations

in pa-

we find the following
.?'

:

a. Prom the spring to the reservoir
is 1,000 meters, the design flow
head is 50 meters. From the water
is 0.85 l/s, and the available
flow calculator

the following

values are obtained

head loss
(meters)
1% extra)
(incl.

length
(meters)

pipe diameter
(inches)

:

1.25

1,000

65

1.5

1,000

29

1.25

500

33

1.5

500

15

L

.

Thus a combination of 500 meters of 1.5 inch and 500 meters of 1.25
inch pipe with a total head loss of 48 meters is suitable for this
This solution was found by trial
and error.
section,
to the valve box is 500 meters, the
b. r'rom the storage reservoir
available
head is 15 meters, and the design flow is 3.4 l/s,
From the water flow calculator
the following values are obtained
pipe diameter
(inches)

length
(meters)
9

3

head loss
(meters)
b

CJ

300

11

2

500

44

:

,I _I

Thus a 2.5 inch pipe with a head loss of 11 meters is suitable.
c,d, & e.
For these sections of the distribution
system the following
head losses are obtained from the wat.er flow calculator.
section

length
(meters)

C

d

e

For sections

c,d,

flow
(l/s)

head loss
(meters)
(incl. 109: extra)

pipe diameter
(inches)

- ^ ,I+

500

1.7

2.5

500

1.7

2

12'<--

200

1.2

2

3

200

1.2

1.5

11

'200

0.6

1.5

3

200

0.6

1.25

7

and e the total

available

head is 2

4

5

meters.

If section c were 2 inch, section d 1.5 inch, and section e 1.5
inch the total head loss would be 25 meters a&these
pipe sizes
are appropriate.

*

f,g, and h.
These sections are identical
to c,d, and e.
The design flows and recommended pipe sizes are included

on the figure

below.

s.21.6.

The manufacture

of "krupuk kanji"

design flows should be incre;:sed

requires

the use of water and the

to supply the necessary amount.

For

example two small processing areas could be located near taps 9 1
and# 4. If each area were supplied with 0.2 l/s (or 17.2 m3/day)
then the design flow for sections a and b would be increased
l/s and the design flows for sections c and f by 0.2 l/s.
.?’

by 0.4
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F .?2.

The tiepartment
will

eventually

build
with

a small

gravity

80 liters

minimum flow

building

a small

of 1.5 l/s.

below

which

should

be distributed

is a general

sketch

In this

six

small

Recommend an appropriate
for
P.22.2.

to 6 pub-

system.

system

Row was this

receive

of the village

RES.

P.22.1.

to

above the kanpong

Zach person
will

kampong which

They are planning

system using: a spring

per day of water

distribution

is

of QOQ persons.

fed water

The Figure

reservoirs.

and planned

'iransmi&ration

have a population

an estimated

at least
lic

of Local

reservoir5
volume

volume calculated

will
for

?

‘t4
30 Fftmr~~Es

be built

the storage

buggest

in the kampong.
reservoir.

approximate

dimension

the reservoirs.

!low many faucets

should

each of tk.e six

reservoir5

have :
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~.22.3.

bJhat is the design
system ?

flow

Row is the

a. From the spring

valve

From fieservoir

g L to fieservoir

fi 3
h 4

+ 4 to heservoir

ti 5

g. From Reservoir

# 5 to Reservoir

# 6

Difference6
b. Air

in 'levation
to Air

valve

are a6 follows

valve

Valve

Valve

15 meter5

Res if’ 1

to

:

meter6

50

to Uontrol

Control

c.

15 meter5

d. Res # 1 to Res # 2

S meters

e. Res f 2 to Res # 3

'j meters

f.

Control

Valve

to Res. ti 4

15 meters

g. Res Z; 4 to Res & 5

5 meter6

h. Res + 5 to Res B 6

5 meter5

Assume GI pipe
If

what pipe

sizes

negative

The system
72,000

supplies

is at the

inside

dimensions
wide and
would

The design

daily

are no problem6

80 liters/day

or a total

usage is then 72 m3.

of
Since

of u6e the recommended amount is one half

reservoirs

meters

serves

there

they

Aince

deep.

the population

can each be 6 m3.
be 4 meters

The offtake
10

is

long

the cover

spread

Appropriate
by 1.5 me-

would be placed

cm below

approximately

150

would be 37.5 persons

flows
liters

are based
tc the
equal

recommended design
calculator

there

10 cm

so the

effective

be one meter.

a. From the spring
72,000

The average

and the overflow

Zach reservoir
reservoir

with

of the reservoirwould

1.2

above the floor

Assume that

usage or 36 m3.

among the six

needed ?

?

900 persons

daily

tanks

'Jse GI pipe.

point

evenly

depth

locations

pressures.

of the average

ters

break pressure

are recommended ?

liters/day.

storage

Arc

is used.

60, what are their

with

---'-'

to Reservoir

From neservoir

a. Spring

S-22.3.

r' 1

p 2

f.

5.22.2.

valve

to Reservoir

valve

of the distribution

?

fi 1 to Resehroir

e. From the control

5.22.1.

calculated

C. Prom Seservoir
d.

F.22.5.

flow

in each section

to the control

L. From the control

~.22.4,

of water

this

per faucet

on the average
control

valve

to an average
flow

persons.

flow

l/s.

up to 0.85

flow

4 faucets

and this

the average

daily

is then 0.83

can be rounded

daily

Nith

l/s.

acceptable.

as follows
daily

of 0.83
In

is

using

per

:

usage is
l/s.

The

the water

flow

- 31 -

b. At the control
the design

valve

flow

the flow

is divided

from the control

can be rounded

equally

valve

enter

# 1.

so one third

of tPe flow

ween reservoirs

flow

+ 2 one half
l/s

or 0.15

is the same as c. above

head from the source
is used it

the tank
valve

not

Using

the design

graph

P-22.4.,

l/s.

up to 0.3 l/s.
the reservoir

design

flow

is

at the exact

point

is 90 meters.

L'ince

the maximum head allowable
tank

at the air

location

valve

of the air

is necessary.

valve

then

the

be necessary.

flows

from paragraph

and the water

flow

S.22.3.,

the elevatiotiin

calcul;jtor,

the following

paravalues

are

:

a. F'rom the source

meters,

to the break pressure

the design

flow

meters.

From the water

obtained

:

pipe diameter
(inches)

0.85 l/s,and
flow

tank

the distance

the available

calculator

1,000

65

1.5

1,000

29

1.25

500

33

1.5

500

15

pipe with

a total

This

solution

section.

iTlietti5

head loss
was found

head is

the following

1.25

of 5iX

is
values

1,000
50
are

head loss
(meters)
(incl.
lm
extra)

length
(meters)

Thus a combination
inch

Thus,the

to the lowest

is recommended that

is placed

will

obtained

# 3.

bet-

or 0.28?

enters

to

l/s.

Thus a break pressure

be 50 meters.
air

the section

can be rounded
flow

flow

the same as d. above

The total

If

for

will

of 0.43 l/s

this

to reservoir

f.

GI pipe

Z.22.3.

flows

of 0.30

is

flow

of the remaining

is the same as b. above.

g. This

design

calculator

e. This
This

two thirds

# 1 and ,+ 2 is two thirds

and the remainder
one half

Thus,the

3.

zf

the water

d. At reservoir

S.22.4.

ff 1 and the remaining

$ 2 and

In using

This

up to 0.43 l/s.

reservoir

reservoirs

is

to the reservoir

c. The usage is the same at each reservoir
will

and (?.425 l/s

of

1.5

in&i

and 500 meters

of 48 metersis
by trial

suitable

and error.

for

of 1.25
this
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b,c,d,e,f,
and h.
For these sections of pipe the following
the water flow calculator
:
joction

b

c,f
d.g
e&

length
(meters)

flow
(l/s)

values are obtained

pipe diameter
(inches)

from

head loss
'meters)
(incl.lC$
extra)
4

500

0.85

2

50

0.85

1.5

14

300

0.85

1.25

33

500

0.43

‘I.5

5

500

0.43

10

0.43

1.25
1

33

200

0.3

1.25

2

200

0.75

0.3

7

100

0.3

26

200

0.15

200

Q.15

0.75

8

200

0.15

1.25

1

2

The total head loss from the break pr,essure tank to reservoir $ 3
is 40 meters. It is also 40 meters between the tank and the reservoir $ 6. If 1.5 inch pipe is used for section b, 1.25 inch for
sections c and f, 1 inch for sections d and g, and 0.75 inch for
sections e and h the total head loss is 39 meters. Thus, the required
flow of water should be obtained with these pipe sizes.
'lhe design
flows and recommended pipe sizes are included on the figure below.
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P.23.

Make a rough cost eetimate for the three water syetemm of PZO.,
information :
P.21.. and P.22. Use the following
a. The cost of the spring protection
is Rp. 500,000
b. The coat of pipe installation
is Rp. 1,500,000
for e&h system
c. The cost of pipe per 6 meter length is aa follows :
2.5 inch
RP- 17,250
2 inch

The
The
e. The
f. The

d.

12,240

1.5 inch
RP- 9,450
1.25 inch
RP. 7,800
1.0 inch
RP. 6,250
0.75 inch
4,250
Rpcost of a 6 m3 reservoir
is Rp. 450,000
cost of a 36 q3 reservoir
is Rp. 1~300,000
coat of a public tap area is Rp. 50,000
cost of a 1 m3 BFT is Rp. 100,000

g. The cost of extra

S.23.

m-

fittings

is Rp. 5W,ooO for each system

&ntimated Coat for System in P.20.
am Spring 4otection
b. Pipe Installation

50%~
m.
Rp. 1,500,~

c. Pipe
d. storage peservoirs
e. plrbliu Tap Areas

BP- 7.3%~
RP. 1,500,~
Rp.

3%~

f. BPT

Rp-

100‘000

gg Extra fittings
Total

Rp.11.700,~
DIIICZSIPPP-I

Estimated

Co& for System in P.21.

a. Spring Protection
b. Pipe Installation

Rp* 5m@JO
Rp. 1.5%~

cm Pipe

NJ.

d. storage

6,20%@30

reservoirs

e, Public Tap Areas
f. BPT costs
g* iktra

Fittings
Total

Rp.10,500,000
PP'=~tP-=f=~

Estimated

CO8t for SJ8telll iIl P.22.

a. spring Protection
b. Pipe Installation

500,ooo
apRp. 1.5%~
IQ. 4,mo,ooo

to Pipe

6. %Ora&e Re8O.WOir8
e. Pmblie Tap Peaa

Rp. 2,700,-

i. BH
8. Extra

apm*

Fitting8
Total

The lea&

expensive

the point of me. If
greater than 3.4 l/8,

100,OW
5%ofJo

Rp. 9,400,~

option

is the u8e of saall

etorage reeervoirs

at

the estimated minimum flow of the 8ource were
which i8 the estimated peak usego, then the

36 m3 storage reserioir
in the system in P.20. could be eliminated.
This uould 8ave Rp. 1,500,WO
and the estimated coet would be com-

parable to the use of small reservoir8 at the paint of u8e. However,
small reservoir6
would still
be the preferred type of decliga beCau80
they would inoreame water uqel
promote more efficient
u8e and
eqmitabls distribution
of the water, and reduce problems with the
faucets.

'

